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rican AssociMon for the
ancement of Science

Founded in 1848, the American Association for the

Advancement of Science (AAAS) is the world's

largest federation of scientific and engineering

societies, with nearly 300 affiliate organizations.

In addition, AAAS counts more than 140.000 scientists,

engineers, science educators, policy makers, and interest-

ed citizens among its individual members, making it the

largest general scientific organization in the world. The

Association's goals are to further the work of scientists;

facilitate cooperation among them; foster scientific

freedom and responsibility; improve the effectiveness

of science in the promotion of human welfare; advance

education in science; and increase public understanding

and appreciation of the importance and promise of the

methods of science in human progress.

The AAAS wishes to express its gratitude to the
following for their generous support of Project 2061:

Carnegie Corporation of New York

John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation

Robert N. Noyce Foundation

The Pew Charitable Trusts

International Business Machines Corporation

National Science Foundation

U.S. Department of Education

California State Department of Education

Georgia Department of Education

Texas Edo:ation Agency

Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction
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Ten years ago. AAAS, the Carnegie Corporation of New York, and the Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation launched a project that promised to be radical, ambitious,
comprehensive, and long-termin other words, risky and expensive. Although
"systemic reform" has since become a national buzzword, Project 2061's approach

to reform was seen, at the time, as exceptionally broad. It took into account all stu-
dents, all grades, and all aspects of the K-12 education system. It focused on science lit-

eracy, rather than the more narrowly construed "science disciplines." And, it included

the natural and social sciences, mathematics, and technology.
Even more extraordinary was Project 2061's plan to forge a consensus on learning

goals as the basis for all other changes to the education system. Is it possible, critics
asked, for experts in science, mathematics, and technology co agree on one set of learn-

ing goals for all high-school graduates? But without this underlying agreement on
national learning goals, education reforms would work at cross purposes. At best,
reform would continue to be haphazaid, piecemeal, and ultimately unsuccessful.
Haphazard had been done before; successful was worrh shooting for.

To further heighten our funders anxiety, Project 2061 announced that it would need

at least a quarter of a century to achieve its goals. Such long-term plans defied conven-

tional wisdom, which held that reform projects, unlike institutions, couldn't possibly

survive more than a few ye,,rs. Ten was pushing it; twenty-five was simply out of the

question. But the nation's schools needed more than a quick fix this time.
The AAAS Board and Project 2061's original funders recognized all of these risks.

Fortunately, they also saw promise in taking a bold new approach to reform. How has
that promise been fulfilled? That's what this booklet is all about.

The work and achievements of the Project 2061 staff, its School-District Centers, con-
sultants, and associates have been made possible by the Project's many funders. Over
the past decade, the number of foundations, government agencies, and corporations sup-
porting Project 2061 has steadily increased. Today, ten years after they first invested in

a radical new approach to reforming science education, Carnegie and Mellon continue to

support Project 2061 generously. To them and to all of Project 2061's supporters, we

express our gratitude for their confidence and our appreciation for their commitment to

education reform.

F. James Rutherford
Director, Project 2061



ew Vision of Science Education

In June 1985, the American
Association for the Advancement of
Science launched a long-term effort
to reform science, mathematics, and

technology education for the 21st century.
Thar same year, Halley's Comet was
approaching the sun, prompting the new
project's originators co consider all of the
scientific and techno-
logical changes that a
child entering school
in 1985 would wit-
ness before the return
of the Comet in
2061hence the
name, Project 2061.
In ten years, Halley's
Comet has raced past
Jupiter. The kinder-
gartners who started
school in 1985 are
now high-school
sophomores. And
Project 2061 has
helped to focus the
nation's reform efforts
by defining science
literacy in its 1989
report Science for All
Americans and then
specifying learning goals for grades 2, 5,
8, and 12 in Benchmarks for Science
Literacy in 1993.

Project 2061's influence on science edu-
cation reform is in evidence throughout the
country. Both Science for All Americans and
Benchmarks for Science Literacy are being used
by teachers, teacher educators, curriculum
developers, and reform groups at the local,
state, and national levels. Its vision is
helping ti i!,tlide the work of state curricu-
lum framework committees, developers
and publishers of instructional and assess-
ment materials, state and urban systemic
reform initiatives and the National
Research Council in its effort to formulate

national science education standards.
In promoting science literacy, Project

2061 has also drawn national attention
to the importance of improving science
education for all students, engaging the
scientific community in education
reform, involving teachers in important
decisions about the curriculum, and

investing time and
resources in long-term,
system-wide chanl.x.

But the fact that
Project 2061 has been
successfulwith gener-
ous support from pub-
lic and private funders,
eager acceptance and
use of its products by
educators, and the
enthusiastic collabora-
tion of other reform
initiativessays as
much about the widely
felt need for improving
science education as it
does about Project
2061's strategy.

"Project 2061
proposes a
tunnamental
reformation
of science,

mathematics,
and technolo
education.

March 1985 proposal co the
Carnegie Corporation of New York

The Need tor
Science literacy

By the mid-1980s, a number of reports
had taken a critical look at trends in pub-
lic education. The news was not good.
One of the first and most compelling of
these reports was A Nation at Risk: The
Imperative for Educational Reform, released
in 1983 by the National Commission on
Excellence in Education. A Nation at Risk
warned of a national education crisis and
urged reform of the entire system. Dozens
of reports over the next few years sup-
ported the Commission's conclusions.
citing American students low test scores
and poor showing in international studies
of student achievement. The 1986
National Assessment of Educational

PROJECT 2061



Progress revealed that average science
proficiency among students was, despite
modest increases in the 1980s, still below
1970 levels.

Many reports on education also alluded
to the nation's decline as an economic and

technological world leader, implicitly (and
at times explicitly) linking this decline to
the failures of the education system. Taken
up by the media, the reports impressed
upon educators and the general public
the importance of improving education
especially science and technology
educationto prepare students and the
nation to compete in a high-tech world.

This climate inspired numerous reform
projects in the 1980s and early 90s. In
1981, AAAS put science literacy at the
top of its priority list and instituted a series
of programs to help the nation's schools
produce science-literate graduates It also
began to explore the possibilities for a
large-scale project that would bring lasting
reform to science education Taking into
consideration the accomplishments and
failures of previous reform efforts, AAAS
worked out the details of a radical reform
strategy. By 1985, AAAS had attracted the
funding co launch Project 2061

From the start, Project 2061 emphasized
the importance of science itself as one of
the great human adventures Its work is
based on the premise that only those who
are science literate can share in the excite-
ment of finding out who we are, where we
are, and how we relate to all living things
and to our natural surroundings

Unfortunately, most Americans are not
science literate. Project 2061's first major
report, Science for All Americans, attributed
this failure to problems like the crushing
workloads of teachers, antiquated support
systems, and poor training; textbooks and
methods of instruction that impede scien-
tific inquiry, critical thought, and recog-
nition of connections among ideas: and
an overstuffed curriculum that offered

some ropics in needless detail while over-
looking ideas and skills crucial to science
literacy. But, as the following will show,
Science for All Americans did not dwell on
the failures of the education system.

IM11

APRIL
1983
The National
commission on
Excellence in
Education releases
A Nation at Risk:
The InIpcnit :It fio-

EduGitional Refinv.
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The chief intent of Science for All
Atnericans was to provide a fresh,
critical look at what science was
most worth learningthe first such

comprehensive effort in decades. It repre-
sents almost four years of work by Project
2061 staff and its advisory board, and two
years of work by five panels of scientific
experts ill broad1;-defined fields
(Biological and Health Sciences, Social
and Behavioral Sciences, Physical and
Information Sciences and
Engineering,
Mathematics, and
Technology).

When first convened
in 1985, the panels were
encouraged to disregard
the existing curriculum
as they debated the
question, "What should
all high-school graduates
know and'be able to do
in science, mathematics,
and technology?" To
avoid overloading the
curriculum, the panels
agreed to identify only
those ideas of surpassing
importance to science literacy. Their
thoughtful recommendations appeared in
five panel reports. These, in turn, served
as the basis for Science /or All Americans.
which presents a coherent set of learning
goals for adult science literacy.

Science for All Atnfricans, along with
the five panel reports, was released in
February 1989. It helped to establish
science literacy as an important
national goal for all students and
focused the nation's attention on
ideas that have become central to
science education reform. For example:

Reform must be comprehensive,
involving all children, all grades, and
all subjects. And reform must be long

term. Instead of settling for a quick fix
for the curriculum, reformers must
take the time to address all facets of
the education system.

Curriculum reform should be shaped
by a vision of the iasting knowledge
and skills students need to acquire by
the time they become adults. This
includes both a core of specific
knowledge and skills for all and addi-
tional learning opportunities that

serve the particular
needs and interests of
individual students.

The common core of
learning in science,
mathematics, and tech-
nology should center on
science literacy, includ-
ing connections among
the natural and social
sciences, mathematics,
and technology and
between those areas
and the arts, humanities,
and vocational subjects
as well.

Schools should not try
to teach more but less, so

that what is taught can be learned
well. The core curriculum should omit
many of the specialized terms and
memorized procedures that too often
substitute for the understanding
required for science lin racy.
Promoting equity in science education
is a priority. All students should be
served equally well in the light of
their various circumstances, needs, and
vocational aspirations. Race, ethnicity,
culture, gender. economic circum-
stances, physical limitations, and loca-
tion should be taken into account in
designing and implementing an effec-
tive curriculum--not as excuses for
shortchanging some students.

for fare
of our natkm
and, Need,

of the workts
David A. Ham

Carnegie Corpo
burg, President,

ration of New York
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A common set of learning goals need
not dictate uniform curricula, teaching
methods, or materialsvariety is
important. In response to state and dis-
trict requirements, student backgrounds
and interests, teacher preferences, and
local environments in this country,
reform should lead to greater curricu-
lum diversity than is common today.

Science for All Americans argued the
importance of reform;ng the curriculum
to promote science literacy and specified
what all children should know and be
able to do in science, mathematics. and
technology by the time they complete
high school. These goals do not describe
how curriculum and instruction should
be organized, but rather the knowledge
and skills that science-literate adults
should have at their command.

A Nontraditional Approach.

Project 2061's idea of science literacy was
a radical departure from that implicit in
the nation's typical science curricula.
Rather than confine itself to particular
school science disciplines, Science for All

Americans construed the notion of science
literacy broadly, focusing on interconnect-
ed understandings in the natural and
social sciences, mathematics, and technol-
ogy. It further included knowledge about
the nature of the scientific enterprise
itself, historical episodes of exceptional
significance in the development of sci-
ence, and themes that cut across science,
mathematics, and technology. Science for

All Americans includes recommendations
in the following areas:

Chapters 1-3 describe what should be known

about the nature of science. mathematics. and

technology as related endeators, including their

similarities, connections. and differences.

Chapter 1: The Nature of Science focuses on

SCIENCE LITERACY

three related topics: the scientific world
view, scientific methods of inquiry, and the
nature of the scientific enterprise; Chapter
2: The Nature of Mathematics describes logi-
cal and creative processes involved in both
theoretical and applied mathematics; and
Chapter 3: The Nature of Technology

describes the relation of technology to sci-
ence, problems of design, and issues in
expanding technology to change the world.

Chapters 4-9 present what should be known

about views of the world as depicted by current

science. Chapter 4: The Physical Setting

describes basic knowledge about the mat-
ter and energy contents and structure of
the universe and the physical principles
on which it seems to run; Chapter 5: The

Living Environment delineates basic ideas
about how living things function and
how they interact with one another and
their environment; Chapter 6: The

Human Organism discusses our species as
one that is in some ways like other living
things and in some ways unique; Chapter
7: Human Society considers individual and
group behavior, social organization, and
the process of social change; Chapter 8:
The Designed World reviews principles of
how people shape and control the world
through some key areas of technology;
Chapter 9: The Mathematical World pre-
sents basic mathematical ideas, especially
those with practical application, that
together play a key role in almost all
human endeavors.

Chapters 10-12 Arther extend the definition
of science literacy to include prominent episodes

in the history of science. common themes. and

habits of mind.

Chapter 10: Historical Perspectives illus-
trates the scientific enterprise with 10
historical examples of exceptional signifi-
cance in the development of scince; these
deal with discoveries about the planetaryii

JUNE
19BS
AAAS launches a
national project
CO improve K-I2
science, mathemat-
ics, and technology
education.

OCTOBER
1085
Project 206I's
scientific panels
begin work to
define science
literacy.

JANUARY

National Council
on Science and
Technology
Education, Project
206I's advisory
board, convenes for
the first time.

MAY
1088
Project 2061 staff
begin work on What
Science Is Most Worth

Knowing, later to
become Science for

All Americans.



Science far All Americans

Chapter 1 3: Effectivt. Learning and Teaching examines
the principles that underlie all Project 2061 tools:

Science teaching should foster and build on students'
curiosity ar creativity. Teaching should begin with
questions and phenomena that are interesting and
familiar to students. Abstract understanding often has
to be built upon concrete examples.

Instruction should emphasize the quality of understand-
ing rather than the quantity of information. Technical
vocabulary should be stressed only insofar as it con-
tributes to understandingand never as a substitute for
understanding.

Concepts are learned best when they are encountered in
a variety of contexts and expressed in a variety of ways.
Some concepts will only be learned en students
restructure their thinking in the light of compelling
evidence.

If students ultimately are expected to apply ideas in
novel situations, think critically, analyze information,
communicate scientific ideas, make logical arguments,
and work as part of a team, they must have opportuni..
ties to practice doing so in many contexts.

Students also need many and varied opportunities to
engage in the activities associated with sciencesuch as
collecting, observing, sketching, interviewing, and
using instruments. The collaborative nature of scientific
and technological work calls for frequent group activity
in the classroom.

Learning experiences should foster both scientific
knowledge of the world and scientific habits of mind.
Students should routinely question evidence, logic, and
claims. They should encounter problems chat require
them to identify relevant evidence and offer their own
interpretations of what the evidence means.

Students should encounter many scientific ideas pre-
sented in historical context. They should become aware
of the influence of society on the development of sci-
ence and technology, and the impact of science and
technology on society.

earth, universal gravitation, relativity,
geologic time, plate tectonics, the conser-
vation of matter, radioactivity and nuclear
fission, the evolution of species, germs
as a source of disease, and the industrial
revolution. Chapter 11: Common Themes
presents general concepts that cut across
science, mathematics, and technology.
These themessystems, models, stability,
constancy and change, and scalecan serve
as tools for scientific thinking about
diverse phenomena and provide insights
into how the world works. Chapter 12:
Habits of Mina sketches the attitudes,
skills, and ways of thinking that are
essential to science literacy.

In addition to its content recommen-
dations, Science for All Americans also
includes a chapter that lays out some
principles of effective learning and teach-
ing (see box at left). Many of these ideas
have struck a chord with teachers and
teacher educators around the country and
have figured prominently in the local
curriculum models developed by the
Project's school-district teams of teachers

Taken together, Science for All Americans
coherent content recommendations and
suggestions for teaching and learning
have fostered natio-nal discourse on
important education issues, influencing
the direction of education reform and
demanding new approaches to curriculun
design and instruction.

1 2
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Help from School-
District Teams

A-

fter the publication of Science for All
Americans, Project 2061 turned its
attention ro several tasksintro-
ducing the ideas in Science for All

Americans to reformers throughout rhe
nation, developing tools to help educators
redesign their curricula around science lit-
eracy goals, and thinking throue. Science
for All Americans' implications for other
aspects of the education system. Project
2061 wanted the help of teachers in all
of these tasks, but particularly in the
development of curriculum-design tools
that would be credible and useful to other
teachers. To reflect the geographic and
demographic differences of the nation's
school districts, it established school-
district team i in six areas:

Guerillathree rural school districts
(Elbert, Greene, and Oglethorpe
Counties) near Athens;

WISCONSIN a small, suburban 'school
district (McFarland) near Madison;

Punylvulaone of the largest
school districts in the country, with over
200,000 students, most of them African-
American or Hispanic;

80 Meals, Texasfour independent school
districts with a large. inner-city Hispanic
population;

In Blep, Ualltoraiia multicultural school
district in urban!suburban San Diego; and

INN fraud:cc CalIforaluan inner-city school
district with great ethnic diversity.

So that they could plan for 13 years of
schooling in science, mathematics, and
technology, each tent,' included five ele-
mentary teachers, five middle school
teachers, ten high school teachers, one
principal from each level, and two cur-
riculum speciali.,ts. These were drawn
from a wide range of disciplines, includ-
ing the life and physical sciences, social

SCHOOLDISTRICT TEAMS

COME!
BIM lli

the same time
uive us ac

to succell.1'
F. J. Rutherford, Director

Project 2061, April 6, 1989

studies, mathematics, technology, and
even the humanities. AAAS and each
school district arranged for financial,
intellectual, and practical support
including university consultants, clerical
help, office space, computers, reference
materials, travel funds, and other
resources that would enable the teams to
think creatively about the curriculum and
to become leaders of curriculum reform.

Initially, teams set out to design cur-
riculum models that school districts
could use to plan curricula responsive to
local needs and conducive to science liter-
acy. The teams were encouraged to be as
imaginative as possible and not to limit
their vision of what a K-12 curriculom
could look like. By the summer of 1991,
each of the teams had drafted a curricu-
lum model to address the goals in Science
Jnr All Americans. Working backward

13

JANUARY
1988
Project 2061 ana-
lyzes comments on
draft Science At- All
Americans from 160
reviewers.

MAY
1988
Staff begin to iden-
tify school district
partners, looking
first CO California
and Texas, both
influential in
education.

JULY
1988
Meeting in Aspen.
CO, with teachers,
science and math-
ematics supervisors,
curriculum experts,
and university edu-
cators to plan for
Project 2061 school
district teams.

AUGUST
1988
National Council
approves St o Sir k
All Americans tbr
submission to
AAAS Board.
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Georgia builds a leadership cadre.
Teams of teachers from five schools in rural Georgia are defining a professional devel-
opment plan that will help them and, ultimately, other educators to collaborate more
fully with their peers. increase their understanding of Science fin* All Americans and

Benchmarks fine Science Literacy, and raise their awareness of what teaching co specific
benchmarksor learning goalsdemands. These plans focus on using Project 2061
tools to analyze curriculum materials for their match to benchmarks.

Philadelphia emphasizes lang-term teacher education.
Through university pre-service programs. a first -year teacher workshop series, and a
state-wide workshop program, the Philadelphia Center strives co enhance teacher edu-
cation opportunities. Working with K-12 school clusters. the Center is also engaged
in the analysis and design of curriculum that reflects Project 2061 principles and
plays a significant role in connecting Project 2061's reform vision with Philadelphia's
Urban Systemic Initiative and with the school district's reform agenda, "Children
Achieving."

San Antonio collaborates with other reform efforts.
As part of an overall reorganization, the San Antonio Center is developing strong
linkages with other reform initiatives in the disaict. The Cenrer leadership is drafting
a long-rerrn Project 2061 professional development program for teachers that will
contribute to the district's emphasis on strengthening science, mathematics, and tech-
nology education in all of the schools.

San Diego inflnences district reform.
The San Diego Center is helping ro guide restructuring measures by disseminating
Project 2061 principles, strategies, and tools through districtwide professional devel-
opment programs and collaboration with other reform initiatives in the area. Using
Project 2061's curriculum materials analysis and design procedures. the Center is also
preparing curriculum units to supplement the district's recently adopted curriculum
materials for grades 7-9.

San Francisco implements challenge-based learning experiences.
Working with the staff of nine schools, the Center is helping teachers develop and
implement challenge-based learning experiencesmulti-faceted tasks that engage
students in investigating and responding to environmental and social issues, in mak-
ing decisions and solving problems of local and global concern, in designing and cre-
ating products and performances, or asking "How do we know what we know!" These
experiences target Projecr 2061s science literacy and learning goals.

Wisconsin plans for professional developmeat.
Working with the Center for the Advancement of Science. Ma"lematics. and
Technology, the Wisconsin Center has expanded to become Project 2061's first
statewide team. It is developing a variety ot professional development programs
focused on Project 2061's principles, strategies, and tools.

44
PROJECT 2061



from these adult science literacy goals,
they were able to identify a series of
learning goals for younger students.
Then, working together, the teams began
to create a common set of learning goals,
or benchmarks, for various grade levels.
Out of this effort came the 1993 publica-
tion, Benchmarks for Science Literacy.

New Roles far School-

District Teams

Since the release of Benchmarks for Science
Literacy, the teams have been looking at
their curriculum models to see how well
they address Benchmarks' learning goals
and how to tie them more specifically to
Benchmarks. What they have discovered
about identifying and analyzing curricu-
lum resources has been extremely helpful
in developing workshops for educators and
in creating the forthcoming Project 2061
tools, Resources for Science Literacy and

Designs for Science Literacy.

The role of the school-district teams
has evolved significantly over the past six

.;.

years. At first, the six teams undertook
the same tasks and met en masse once a
year at summer institutes to discuss their
progress and share ideas related to cur-
riculum reform. Since 1993, however, the
teams, now called School-District
Centers, have worked with Project staff to
establish their own work agendas, which
increasingly reflect local priorities.

Over the years, :he Centers' work has
created a core group of school-based edu-
cators who have developed a richer under-
standing of science, mathematics, and
technology and a broad educational per-
spective. Many of the Center members
now lead Project 2061 workshops around
the country. With their talent and unique
experiences, Center members are also in
demand as speakers at local and national
education events. Many serve on boards
and advisory councils for other reform
initiatives and work with their state edu-
cation agencies to shape the development
of curriculum frameworks around
Benchmarks for Science Literacy.

project 2E161 School-District Centers
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JANUARY
1989
Project 2061 holds
pre-publication
symposium on
Science for All

Americans at AAAS
Annual Meeting in
San Francisco.

FEBRUARY
1989
AAAS releases
Science for All
Americans at news
conference at
National Press Club
in Washington,
D.C.

MARCH
1989
National Council
of Teachers of
Mathematics pub-
lishes Curriculum
and Evaluation
Standards for School

Mathematics.

MARCH
1989
Representatives
from SIX prospective
school-district team
meet in Atlanta for
leadership confer-
ence and orientatior
meeting.
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Wishing Benchmarks

By 1992, nearly 100,000 copies of
Science for All Americans were in
circulation. Not only was the
National Research Council draw-

ing extensively on ir to produce national
science education standards, bur at least
15 statesincluding California, Texas,
and New Yorkand numerous school
districts were using Science .fiir All
Americans in their curriculum frame-
works and reform efforts. Many
others indicated that they would
soon follow suit.

Universities were using Science for All
Americans in their pi.eservice teacher edu-
cation courses; the Consensus Planning
Committee preparing for the 1994
National Assessment of Educational
Progress in Science used Science for All
Americans as a starting point for its con-
tent specifications in physical science,
earth science, biological science, and
interdisciplinary themes. Project 2061
was kept busy responding to requests for
briefings, workshops, and speeches on
Science for All Americans and its implica-
tions for reform.

In establishing goals for adult science
literacy, Science for All Americans did not
specify what students should learnor
whenon their way to becoming science
literate. The task remained to develop
practical guidelines that school districts
nationwide could adopt in planning
their own K-12 curricula to meet the
goals in Science for All Americans.

In April 1989, teachers at Project
2061's six school-district sites began
working with the Project stati on
research and development toward this
end. Initially focusing on developing
curriculum models around the goals for
high school graduates in Science for All
Americans, the teams soon found it neces-
sary to identify grade-level expectations
for earlier grades. Strikingly, they all set-

BEST PPY MUM_ r

"mane of the
first concrete
steps in the

so-called
standards

movement..
an effort to

teach all
students a
basic core

of knowledge."
The Washington Post.
October 26, 1993

tled on much of the same content and
the same four grade levels.

Benchmarks ter Science literacy

Building on the work of the teams and
also on education research about student
learning, Project 2061 published
Benchmarks for Science Literacy in 1993.
Intended primarily as a tool for curricu-
lum design, Benchmarks translates the
adult goals for science literacy presented
in Science for All Americans into learning
goalsor benchmarksfor the ends of
grades 2, 5, 8, and 12. The response to
Benchmarks by educators, scientists,
and the general public was overwhelm-
ingly positive. The first printing of
30,000 books sold out in just a few
months, and today over 70,000 copies
are in circulation.

Benchmarks for Science Literacy differs
greatly from conventional tools for
curriculum planning:
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Benchmarks is a tool to be used by
educators in designing a curriculum
that makes sense co them and that
meets the goals for science literacy
recommended in Science for All
Americans. Benchmarks does not advo-
cate any particular curriculum
design; in fact, it should allow

greater curriculum diversity than is
common today.
Benchmarkf is a compendium of specific
science-literacy goals char can be
organized however one chooses.
Benchmarks specifies thresholds
rather than average or advanced
performance. It describes levels
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Benchmark Strand Map
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APRIL
1989
Six School-district
teams begin their
work with Project
2061.

JULY
1989
School-district teams
convened at the

University of
Colorado, Boulder,
for first Summer
Institute.

SEPTENOIER
1989
President Bush and
the nation's gover-
nors meet for an

education summit in
Charlottesville, VA,
to establish national
performance goals
and America 2000
strategy.

JULY
1990
Project 2061
Summer Conference
held ar Madison,
WI.



of understanding and ability that all
students are expected to reach on the
way to becoming science literate.
Benchmarks sets learning goals at the
ends of grades 2, 5, 8, and 12, rather
than the more common 4th-, 8th-,
and 12th-grade checkpoints. Teachers
in the Project's school-district teams
felt strongly that the developmental
difference between a kindergartner
and an 8th grader demanded more
than one checkpoint.
Benchmarks concentrates on the
common core of learning that con-
tributes to the science literacy of all
students. It does not spell out all sci-
ence, mathematics, and technology
goals that belong in the K-12 cur-
riculum. Most students have interests,
abilities, and ambitions that extend
beyond the core studies.
Benchmarks avoids technical language

used for its own sake. The number
of technical terms that most adults
must understand is relatively small.
Accordingly, the 12th-grade bench-
marks use only those technical terms
that usually appear in the vocabular-
ies of science-literate people. The lan-
guage in the benchmarks for earlier
grades is intended to signal the
nature and sophistication of under-
standings to be sought.
Benchmarks is informed by research.
Research on students' understanding
and learning bears significantly on
the selection and grade placement of
the benchmarks. Benchmarks Chapter
15 offers a survey of the research that
was influential.
Benchmarks is a developing product. It
will undergo periodic updates as more
research on learning becomes available
and as users report their experiences.

Project 2061 schooldistrict teams at first Summer Institute, July 1989

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Careful consideration went into the
content and sequence of benchmarks to
ensure that they reflect a logical pro-
gression of ideas, with adequate early-
grade benchmarks anticipating the more
difficult benchmarks for later grades.
Benchmarks reflects Project 2061's
emphasis on the interconnectedness of
ideas within and among science, math-
ematics, and technology knowledge,
providing essays and a cross-reference
feature to make these connections
explicit.

Benchmarks for Science Literacy is also
available on disk in DOS, Macintosh.
and Windows formats. Benchmarks on
Disk further encourages curriculum con-
nections by allowing users to search for
benchmarks related by key words. Disk
users can also examine up to 30 sample
benchmark-strand maps that trace,

BENCHMARKS

through sequences of benchmarks,
student understanding from rudimenta-
ry ideas intelligible to kindergartners
toward the more sophisticated goals in
Science for All Americans.

Benchmarks for Science Literacy and
Benchmarks on Disk have influenced the
reform efforts of curriculum commit-
tees, state departments of education,
teacher education faculty, and many oth-
ers. Benchmarks has also evoked consid-
erable interest among curriculum devel-
opers, many of whom want to tie their
products more closely to the learning
goals in Benchmarks.

APRIL
1991
President Bush
releases America

2000 strategy
and six National
Education Goals.

JULY
1991
Project 2061 hosts a
Summer Conference
at the University
of Washington,
Seattle. Teams share
their draft curricu-
lum models and dis-
cuss a plan to devel-
op "benchmarks."

AUGUST
1991
U.S Department of
Education provides
initial funding to
National Academy
of Sciences for
developing science
education standards.

T COPY AVAILABLE
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Natural Sconce
content

In September 1989, President George
Bush and the nation's governors met
in Charlottesville, Virginia, to discuss

the crisis in education and establish
national performance goals in education.
Their education summit resulted in a
strategy to start a "populist crusade" to

reform education around six national edu-

cation goals by the year 2000and, led

to federal legislation to support states in

implementing the goals.
Two of the six

national goals
addressed science
education reform
specifically, recom-
mending tia.t all stu-
dents leave grades
four, eight, and
twelve having
demonstrated compe-
tency in challenging
subject matter
including English,
mathematics, sci-
ence, history, and
geography..." and
calling for U.S. stu-
dents to be "first in
the world in science
and mathematics achievement" by the

year 2000. To meet these goals "world
class standards" would be required.

Congress then established a National
Council on Education Standards and
Testing, which consulted a wide range of

experts and examined the work already

clone bv AAAS's Project 2061, the
National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, and state curriculum
framework committees. The Council con-

cluded that voluntary national standards,

tied to assessments, were indeed feasible

and desirable.

Bevel aping Standards

The National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM) had been engaged
for several years in an attempt to identify

what all school students should know and

be able to do in mathematics. A month
after the release of Science for All A merIcam

in 1989, the NCTM released its
Currkulum and Evaluation Standards fin-

School Mathewatics. The recommendations
in these two reports
came to be widely
accepted, helping to
focus the reform move-
ment on specific learn-
ing goals.

In August 1991, the
U.S. Department of
Education provided
the National Academy
of Sciences (NAS) with
initial funding to take
the lead in developing
a set of standards for

science education that
would be widely
agreed upon by all
constituencies. In
recognition of Project

2061's related work and reputation as a
leader in education reform, NAS's
National Research Council (NRC) includ-
ed several Project 2061 staff members
and school teachers from the Project's
school-district teams on the committees
developing and reviewing the National

Science Education Standards (NSES). The
NRC expects to release a final version of

the science education standards by the

end of 1995.
In related fields, the National Council

fin the Social Studies (NCSS) published
its Curriculum Standards 16 r Social Studies

"...National Science Education

Standards and Benchmarks

for Science Literacy...

represent common ground

for the content of

science education...

Rodger \V. Bybee, chair of the Content
Working Group for the National Science

Education Standards Project
The Science Teacher, October 1995
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in 1994, and the International
Technology Education Association initiat-
ed the Technology for All Americans
Project in 1995.

Common Ground

Teachers and other curriculum planners
will be reassured to know that all of these
documents indicate a strong consensus on
the content of the curriculum. The NRC
has relied heavily on the work of Project
2061 in crafting its content standards.
The relationship between the two organi-
zations is stated in the introduction to
the 1994 draft NSES:

"...the many individuals who
have developed the content stan-
dards sections of rhe National Science
Education Standards have drawn
extensively on and have made inde-
pendent use and interpretation of
the statements of what all students
should know and be able to do that
are published in Science for All

Americans and Benchmarks for Science

Literacy...."

Like Benchmarks, the mathematics,
social studies, and science standards docu-
ments (1) were developed by experts in
science, mathematics, and technology
(including teachers); (2) provide an
explicit set of K-12 learning goals; (3)
recommend goals that are developmental-
ly appropriate for students; and (4) pro-
vide guidance in reducing curriculum
content so that the most important ideas
can be explored in depth.

NATIONAL STANDARDS

Comparisons with Benchmarks
To help educators make more informed

use of the mathematics, social studies,

and science education standards together
or separately, Project 2061 has analyzed

them and prepared a detailed comparison
of each with Benchmarks for Science Literacy.

All three comparisons reveal considerable
overlap which should reassure educators
that there is general agreement among
experts on what concepts and skills are
important for all students to learn. The
few areas where the documents differ can
serve as the basis for discussion by cur-
riculum committees about how local stu-
dents will best be served.

Because most school districts and state
curriculum committees do not have the
time or the resources to analyze the docu-
ments, Project 2061 includes its three
comparisons in its forthcoming reform
tool, Resources for Science Literacy:

Professional Development.
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JANUARY
1992
The Congression-
ally appointed
National Council on
Education Standards
and Testing releases
report advocating
adoption of national
education standards

JULY
1992
Project 2061 holds
Summer Conferences
at Cornell University,
Ithaca, NY. Teams
refine curriculum
maps and bench-
mark statements.

JANUARY
1993
Project 2061 releas-
es draft Benchmarks
for large-scale review.

MARCH
1993
Staff begins to revise
Benchmarks draft
based on comments
from 1,3(X) reviewers.



thinking the Curriculum

With a growing national consen-
sus on the learning goals of
science education, Projecc 2061
has now turned its attention

to helping educators implemenr reforms
at many levels. Two new tools, Resources
for Science Literacy and Designs for Science
Literacy are under development and will
be helpful to educators who want to
redesign their curricula
around learning goals.

Resources for
Science Literacy
Project 2061 receives
frequent requests from
educators for assistance
in identifying curricu-
lum resources that are
consistent with
Benchmarks for Science

Literacy and Science for
All Americans. Their
requests have prompted
Project 2061 to devel-
op a two-part tool,
Resources for Science

Literacy, to help educa-
tors improve their own
understanding of sci-
ence literacy and their
ability to locate and

its implications for K-12 education and
will help them fill in gaps in their own
knowledge of science, mathematics, and
technology and their interconnections. It
will familiarize teachers with science lit-
eracy and with the ideas and skills that
students of various ages need to develop
on their way to science literacy. Resources
for Science Literacy: Professional Development

will be useful to higher
education institutions

"Are any of the ideas too

difficult for 18 year-olds?

NO! They are only beyond

the experience of today's

18 year-olds, given the

education that they have

not had. The understand-

ings advocated are

within the reach of all."

from a review of the draft of Science for

All Americans, Dr. Thomas Romberg,
Director, National Center for Research in

Mathematical Sciences Education

analyze curriculum
materials suitable for their students.
Resources for Science Literacy: Professional
Development will be released in spring
1996, with Resources for Science Literacy.:
Curriculum Materials following in winter
1996. Both will be available on CD-
ROM with companion print volumes.

Professional Development will direct
teachers to a variety of information and
materials (see box on page 21) that illus-
trate many aspects of science literacy and
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planning preservice and
inservice education,
school districts design-
ing staff development
programs, and individ-
ual teachers wishing
to improve their under-
standing of science
literacy.

Curriculum Materials
will identify curriculum
resources that serve the
learning goals in
Benchmarks for Science

Literacy and will help
curriculum developers
to use Benchmarks as
they develop new
resources or enhance
existing ones.
Information like the

following will appear on this disk:
Descriptions of books, films, comput-
erized resources, museum exhibits, and
other exceptional materials and activi-
ties, recommended for their overall
quality and their match to learning
goals in Benchmarks.
An explanation of how Project 2061
analyzes curriculum materials for their
relevance to learning goals, including a
tutorial to help educators who wish to
carry out their own analyses.

PROJECT 2061



Resources fur Science Eitnracy: Prides:Waal Me lenient will offer a carefully selected
collection of references, workshop activities, research, analyses, and course plans that
illustrate many aspects of science literacy and its implications for K-12 science educa-
tion. Hypertext links will allow users to search for resources that relate to specific top-
ics presented in Science for All Americans. The CD-ROM will contain:

Science for All Americans. The book's full text will be accessible and will be
linked to all of the other components (except the Workshop Leader's Guide) on
the CD-ROM.

Workshop Leader's Guide. Developed and field-tested by Project 2061 staff,
teachers from Project 2061's six School-District Centers, and education consul-
tants, the Guide includes a variety of presentations, activities, and supplemen-
tary materials that can be used to design Project 2061 workshops or as a tutori-
al on Science for All Americans and Benchmarks.

Comparisons of Benchmarks to National Standards. Inclu6ed here are JUNE
analyses of how Benchmarks for Science Literacy relates to three sets of national 1994
content sta., jardsthe National Research Council's National Science Education Project 2061 con-

Standards, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics' Curriculum and ducts its first profes-
sional development

Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics, and the National Council for the session for Project
Social Studies' Curriculum Standards for Social Studies. 2061 workshop

leaders in Columbia,

College Courses. Descriptions of 15 undergraduate college courses provide MD.

guidance and suggestions for designing syllabi to teach college students partic-
ular concepts from Science for All Americans. These may also be helpful as per-
sonal study guides for learning more about specific topics in science, math-
ematics, and technology. JULY

1994

UCTUEER
1993
Project 2061 releas-
es Benchmarks for
Science Literacy.

MANCH
1954
President Clinton
signs Goal, 2000:
Educate America Act

into law.

Cognitive Research. This introduction to cognitive research literature sheds
light on the ability of students of various ages to understand many of the topics
in Science for All Americans and Benchmarks for Science Literacy. In addition, the full

text of Benchmarks' Chapter 15: The Research Base is included on the CD-ROM.

Science Trade Books. More than 200 citations identify an array of books written
for general readers on all areas of science, technology, and mathematics. Full bibli-
ographic information, reviews, and other descriptive data will be provided. Each
book will be linked to specific chapters and sections in Science for All Americans.

RETHINKING THE CURRICULUM 2.3

Project 2061 pub-
lishes Benchmarks for
Science Lueracy on

Disk for MS-DOS.
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Interactive utilities that will enable
educators to update their own databas-
es with additional resources and add

commentary to existing items.

Resources for Science Literacy: Curriculum

Materials will be useful to anyone, espe-
cially teachers, engaged in curriculum
planning or design.

Designs far Science literacy
Educators enthusiastic about Science for

All Americans and Benchmarks for Science

Literacy have let us know that they would
like some further guidance on how to
reshape the entire curriculum. In
response, Project 2061 is developing
Designs for Science Literacy, which will
work through many of the issues involved
in designing a K-12 curriculum around
goals for science literacy. Though mean-
ingful, lasting reform requires a sustained
effort, Designs will suggest how educators
can see some near-term results as it pro-
vides directiGn for long-term, system-
wide reform.

Designs will include the following:
A discussion of goal-directed reform in
general, and of the learning goals and
principles of learning and teaching
that define a Project 2061 curriculum.
A description of the design approach
and its usefulness in curriculum reform.

Advice on getting started in curricu-
lum designon ridding the core cur-
t: :ulum of terms and topics that do
not serve science literacy, building
connections into the curriculum, link-
ing resources and assessment to learn-
ing goals, diversifying instruction,
attending to relevant research, and
focusing professional development on
specific learning goals.
Advice on undertaking radical curricu-
lum reform. This includes discussion
of curriculum blocks, curriculum mod-
els, and computer-assisted curriculum
design.
A systematic process for configuring
K-12 curricula around Project 2061's
learning goals while taking into
account local and state pi ilicies,
resources, and preferences.
References to research that supports
the recommendations in Designs.

Even though its emphasis will be on
the core curriculum in science, math-
ematics, and technology, Designs will link
those studies to the arts and humanities,
to vocational education, and to other
components of the total curriculum. It
also will look at ways to enable students
to pursue individual talents and interests
beyond the core studies. Designs for Sdence

Literacy is scheduled for publication in
print and electronic form in 1996.

24
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Reforming the System

For science education reform to succeed
and persist on a large scale, it must
radically transtbrm the entire K-12
curriculum and all related aspects of

the education system. In Blueprints liir
Ref°. rm, Project 2061 will lay out the full
picture of how the various parts of the
education system should change to support
4 curriculum for science literacy. Project
2061 is also effecting change by sharing its
ideas with other reform
initiatives and offering
workshops to help edu-
cators get started in
making changes in their
school districts.

Blueprints for
Reform

Project 2061 convened
expert groups to pre-
pare a dozen concept
papers on aspects of the
education system that
must change to accom-
modate the curriculum

diate and future assessment needs
are demanded by Project 2061 cur-
riculum-design principles, from in-
class assessment during instruction,
to program evaluation by schools,
to monitoring education progress at
state and national levels.
Curriculum Connections will focus on
important linkages among the natural
and social sciences, mathematics, and

technology, and also
between them and the

"We must start from scratch.

Little will be gained by sirn-

ply revising....old subject

matter, tinkering with the

instructional system, modify-

ing assessment techniques, or

reorganizing institutions."

Paul DeHart Hurd
Prokssor Emeritus, Stanford University

Educational Leasenhip, October 1991

reforms it has proposed.
Ideas from these papers will appear in an
integrated report. Blueprints jo. r Reform.
Blueprints will cover the following areas:

Teacher Education will describe the
changes needed in preservice and
inservice teacher education to produce
teachers with the knowledge and skills
needed to implement curricula based
on Project 2061 goals and principles.
Materials and Technology will iden-
tify what new resources are needed,
what mechanisms to identify and
access them will he effective, and
what kinds of polkies must be adopt-
ed to support the development and
use of such resources.
Assessment will specify what imme-

REFORMING THE SYSTEM

arts and humanities, and
will suggest how such
linkages can be fostered
in the curriculum.

School Organization
will consider what alter-
natives for school orga-
nization will best enable
Project 2061 curricula
to work. This paper will
discuss such issues as
grade structure teacher
collaboration, control of
curriculum materials
and assessment, and
how time and space in

school might be organized.
Family and Community will point
out what will be needed for families
and communities to understand
Project 2061 reform recommendations
and what kinds of commitment and
effort from them are needed.
Business and Industry will examine
such issues as preparing students to
enter an increasingly technological
workplace and marketplace. the
role of science literacy in U.S.
competitiveness, appropriate
partnerships between business
and education, and resources and
leadership that local business can
bring to science instruction.
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SEPTIMBER
1994
The National
Council for the
Studies released its
Curriculum Standards
for Social Studies.

OCTOBER
1994
Project 2061's
Teacher Education
Conference at
Michigan State
University is attend-
ed by representatives
of 17 institutions.

SEPTEMBER
1995
Project 2061 releas-
es Macintosh and
Windows versions
of Benchmarks on
Disk.



Higher Education will address such
issues as what changes are needed in
admission requirements co accommo-
date changes in high-school course
structure and assessment methods, and
how undergraduate education should
build on Science for All Americans
especially for college students who
may become teachers.
Policy will examine the entire policy
picture, including how policy has
inhibited past reform initiatives, chal-
lenges posed by the current education
system for the implementation of
Project 2061 reform, changes that may
be needed in laws and regulations that
govern schools, and how modifications
of current policy might be achieved.
Finance will consider the implications
of Project 2061 reform recommenda-
tions for the allocation of money and
other resources. It will examine the
financial base for education and the
potential availability of resources need-
ed to implement reform, including
possibilities for changing schools with-
out incurring greater costs.

III Equity will recommend education poli-
cies to ensure that science literacy is
attainable by all students. It will also
contribute to other Blueprint papers
and serve as a check for them.
Research will discuss the education
research questions chat arise in other
Blueprint papers, Benchmarks, and
Designs, as well as in initial a,.,empts
to implement Project 2061 reform. In
addition, this paper will consider what
mechanisms can permanently link
research with practice.

Project 2061 is currently planning a
series of conferences to draw educators
from around the country into discussion
of the recommendations in the 12 back-
ground reports; the integrated report will
reflect these discussions. By offering
analysis of the various aspects of the edu-
cation system and well-debated recom-
mendations for their reform, Blueprints
should contribute greatly to the systemic-
reform efforts now underway in many
states and school districts.

"Exploring Parts and
Wholes" at a Project

2061 Workshop



Project 2061 Collaboration

Because reform of the entire education
system in this country will take a con-
certed effort, Project 2061 regularly col-
laborates with other national, state, and
local initiatives interested in promoting
science literacy.

Collaboration with
Standards Developers
The agreement between Benchmarks for
Science Literacy and the National Science
Education Standards is
due in good part to
the close working
relationship between
Project 2061 and the
National Research
Council (NRC) of the
National Academy of
Sciences. Because this
collaboration resulted
in compatible sets of
learning goals,
Project 2061 and the
NRC have worked
out an agreement on
the mutual use of
each other's products.

By taking on the
task of comparing the science, social
studies, and mathematics of standards
with Benchmarks and discussing these
comparisons with the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics, the National
Council for the Social Studies, and
the NRC, Project 2061 has laid the
groundwork for future collaboration
with these organizations.

Eisenhower Consortia of Regional Labs,
to prepare them to offer technical assis-
tance on Benchmarks co their participat-
ing school districts and states. Project
2061 regularly presents at regional and
national meetings of the National
Science Teachers Association, the
Association for Super-vision and
Curriculum Development, the National
School Boards Association, Association
for the Education of Teachers in Science,
and the National Association for Research

in Science Teaching,
among others.

Other national cur-
riculum reform pro-
jects have also drawn
on Project 2061's
work. For example,
The National Science
Teachers Association
incorporated many of
Science for All
American's content
goals and principles
of teaching and learn-
ing into its major
reform project, Scope,
Sequence, and
Coordination (SS&C).

Like Project 2061, SS&C called attention
to the importance of carefully sequencing
concepts over several years at progressively
higher levels of abstraction and interrelat-
ing topics from various science disciplines.

Other national
curriculum

reform projects
have also
drawn on

Project 2061's
work.

Collaboration with National
Education Organizations
Project 2061 has worked with a number
of groups, including the National Science
Educational Leaders Association and the

REFORMING THE SYSTEM

Collaboration with States and Cities
Since Project 2061 shared pre-publication
drafts of Science for All Americans with the
California Science Framework committee
in 1989, dozens of states have drawn on it
and on Benchmarks in their work. In the
past several years. Project staff and
school-district team members have offered
direct assistance to state curriculum
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any educators using Science for All Americans or

Benchmarks for Science Literacy to create or

revise their curriculum frameworks, plan local cur-

ricula, or even to enhance their classroom teaching

have contacted Project 2061 requesting advice on

how ro use these tools most effectively. In
response, Project 2061 staff, consultants, and vet-

eran workshop leaders from each of the school-dis-

trict teams developed and tested workshop mod-
ules on understanding and using Benchmarks and

Science for All Americans.

The three dozen school-district team members
and other consultants who helped develop the mod-

ules are now leading Benchmarks workshops around

the country. In the past year, they have helped the

Project meet over 150 workshop requests from
teacher groups, curriculum committees, and profes-
sional organizations at the district and state levels.

These popular workshops typically review
why change in education is needed, why Project

2061 believes change is possible, and how
Project 2061 tools can help educators make
changes. Depending on the needs and interests

of a given audience, workshop leaders instruct
participants in using Science for All Americans

and Benchmarks for Science Literacy for one or

more of a variety of purposes: to select and
adapt curriculum materials, to analyze instruc-
tion, to analyze student learning, to improve
lesson design, to gauge how well a state or dis-
trict framework addresses science literacy, and

so on. Participants have been enthusiastic
about the workshops, many asking for follow-

up sessions.
In addition to workshops, Project 2061

shares its work in presentations at numerous
national and regional education conferences,
and plans to offer a series of national confer-
ences on issues raised by Blueprints for Reform

and Designs for Science Literacy.

framework committees, including those
in Maryland, Alabama, Maine, Maryland,
Michigan, and Teris. In addition, the
Project has bø providing regular work-
shops and presentations to the Council of
State Science Supervisors.

Project 2061 also has found opportuni-
ties to work with several of the State-
wide Systemic Initiatives sponsored by

the National Science Foundation. In
particular, the school-district teams in
Philadelphia, San Antonio, and San
Diego have been closrl: involved with
the Urban Systemic Initiarives in their

respective cities.
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Collaboration with
Curriculum Developers
The publication of Benchmarks evoked
considerable interest among curriculum
developers, many of whom want to tie
their products more closely to the learn-
ing goals in Benchmarks. Project 2061 has
held workshops for developers from the
Association for the Integrarion of
Mathematics and Science (AIMS), the
Lawrence Hall of Science, the Technical
Education Research Center (TERC), and
the Biological Science Curriculum Study
(BSCS), among others. Informal science
.programs are important too, and Project
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2061 staff has begun to comsult with
several, including the Mid-West ''ublic
Garden Collaborative, Inc , which is
developing lesson packets for students
visiting their museum and gardens, and
with the Cranbrook Institute of Science
near Detroit, which is redesigning its sci-
ence museum consistent with Benchmarks

Collaboration with Teacher
Education Faculty
Because successful implementation of
Project 2061 reforms will depend in great
part on the preparation and support
teachers receive, Project 2061 recently
sponsored several teacher educatioh con-
ferences for university faculty from
around the country The first in the series
was held last fall at Michigan State

P.,

-% $.1
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Uraversity and involved science, math-
ematics, technology, and education facul-
ty from 17 universities in discussion of
Project 2061s teacher education Blueprint
paper This year, Project 2061 sponsored
two meetingsin Columbia, Maryland,
and Denver, Colorado--in which teacher
educators participated in and critiqued a
Benchmarks workshop on analyzing cur-
riculum resources and designing instruc-
tion Feedback from attendees will be
very helpful as Project 2061 develops
more presentations for a growing teacher-
education audience
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When Project 2061 was launched,
it did not have to impress upon
the public the importance of sci-
ence literacy. A strong case had

already been made for science literacy in
reports and speeches by prominent educa-
tors, observant economists and entrepre-
neurs, and concerned scientists and engi-
neers. Instead, Project 2061's challenge
was to characterize science literacy in a
way useful to educators, and then to help
them make science literacy goals the
foundation of reform.

Much has been accomplished over the
past decade, and much remains to be
done. Significant, lasting reform will
require more resourcesboth financial
and humanmore time, and, above all,
more patience. But the cost of not mak-
ing such investments is high. As Science
for All Americans reminded reformers in
1989, the.wisdom with which people
use science and technology will, to a
large extent, determine the fate of indi-
vidual human beings, the nation, and
the world:

Science, energetically pursued, can provide

humanity with the knowledge of the bio-
physical environment and of social behavior

that it needs to develop effective solutions to

its global and local problems.

By emphasizing and explaining the depen-
dency of living things on each other and on
the physical environment, science fosters the
kind of intelligent respect for nature that
should thform decisions on the uses of tech-
nology: without that respect, we are in
danger of recklessly destroying our life-

support system.

Scientific habits of mind can help people in
evety walk of life to deal sensibly with
problems that often involve evidence, quan-
titative considerations, logical arguments,
and uncertainty; without the ability to
think critically and independently, citizens
are easy prey to dogmatists, flimflam
artists, and purveyors of simple solutions to

complex problems.

Technological principles relating to such
topics as the nature of systems. the impor-
tance of feedback and control, the cost-bene-
fit-risk relationship, and the inevitability
of side effects give people a sound basis for
assessing the use of new technologies and

their implications for the environment and
culture: without an understanding of those
principles, people are unlikely to move
beyond consideration of their own immedi-

ate self-interest.

a Although many pressing global and local
problems have technological origins, tech-
nology provides the tools for dealing with
such problems. and the instruments for gen-
erating, through science, crucial new
knowledge: without the continuous develop-
ment and creative use of new technologies.
society will limit its capacity for survival
and for working toward a world in which
the human species is at peace with itself
and its environment.
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National Council on Science
and Technology Education

Throughout its 10 years, Project 2061 has been
advised by the National Council on Science and
Technology Education, successive advisory boards
whose members are drawn from the scientific, edu-

cational, and business communities. The original Council
guided the scientific panels and Project staff through the
publication of the five panel reports and Science fin- All
Americans. As the Project entered its next phase and
began to work more closely with school-district educa-
tors, the Council was reconfigured to include more teach-
ers and school administrators. The Council continues to
evolve as the Project takes on new challenges. The
Council recently added several members from business
and industry and welcomed a new chairman.

Members are listed below with their affiliations at the time of their service
on the Council. Current members are indicated by an asterisk.

Donald Langenberg, Chair*
Chancellor
University of Maryland Systems

Bill Aldridge
Executive Director
National Science Teachers
Association

Raul Alvarado. Jr.*
Small Business Office Space
Station Division

McDonnell-Douglas Corporation

Paula Apsell
Executive Director
NOVA-WGHB

William 0. Baker*
Retired, Chairman of the Board
AT&T Bell Telephone

Laboratories

Catherine Belter*
Chair, PTA Education
Commission

The National PTA

Frederick Herbert Bormann
Willer Professor of Forest Ecology
Yale University

Diane J. Briars*
Director. Division of Mathematics
Connelley Technical School
Support Services

Pittsburgh Public Schools

Margart t Burbidge
University Professor and Director
of the Center for Astrophysics
and Space Sciences
University of California,
San Diego

John J. Burns
Vice President for Research
Hoffman-LaRoche, Inc.

Patricia L. Chavez*
Director of Corporate Relations

& Advancement
The University of New Mexico

Edward David
President
Exxon Research and
Engineering Company

Marvin Druger*
Chairman and Professor
Department of Science

Teaching
Syracuse University

Joan Duea*
Professor of Education
University of Northern Iowa

Stuart Feldman*
Dept. Group Manager
Thomas J. Watson Research

Center
IBM

Ernestine Fried!
Professor of Anthropology
Duke University

Linda Froschauer*
Teacher
Weston Middle School
Connecticut

Mary Hatwood Futrell
Senior Fellow and Associate

Director. Center fiir the Study
of Education

The George Washington
University

Patsy D. Garriott*
Education Initiatives Representatne
.?.astman Chemical Company

Robert Gauger
Chairperson. Technology

Department
Oak Park and River Forest
High School, Illinois

Robert Glaser
Director of the Learning Research

and Development Center
University of Pittsburgh

Shirley A. Hill
Prolessor of Education and

Mathematics
University of Missouri-
Kansas City

Gregory A. Jackson*
Director of Academic Computing
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

Cherry H. Jacobus*
Vice President, Marketing
Goodwill Industries

Franklyn G. Jenifer
President
Howard University

Robert T. Jones*
Exectaive Vice President
National Alliance of Business

David Kennedy*
State Science Superimr
Office of Superintendent of

Public Instruction
Washington

NATIONAL COUNCIL
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George Kourpias*
President
Intl Association of Machinists

and Aerospace Workers

Judith Lanier
Dean. College of Education
Michigan State University

Margaret L. A. Mac Vicar
Dean of Undovaduate Studio
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology

Arturo Madrid
President, Thomas Rivera
Center, Claremont College

Kenneth R. Manning*
Professor of the History of Science
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology

Ray Marshall
Professor of Economics and

Public Affairs
University of Texas at Austin

Walter E. Massey
Vice President for Research
University of Chicago

Jose F. Mendez*
President
Ana G. Mendez University
System

Alice Moses
Associate Program Director
for Leadership
National Science Foundation

Frederick Mosteller
Professor of Biostamtics
Harvard School of Public
Health

Freda Nkholson*
Executn 'e Director
Science Museums of Charlotte,
Inc.

James R. Oglesby
Assistant to the Chancellor
University of Missouri-
Columbia

Gilbert S. Omenn*
Dean. School of Public Health

and Community Medicine
University of Washington

George C. Pimentel
Director, Laboratory of

Chemical Biodynanucs
University of California,
Berkeley

Robert E. Pollack
Dean, Columbia College
Columbia University

Henry 0. Pollak
Assistant Vice President
Mathematical Communications
and Computer Sciences
Research Lib

Bell Communications Research

Lee Etta Powell*
Pryissor of Educational

Adminictration
Dept. of Educational Leadership
The George Washington
University

Vincent E. Reed*
Vice President, Communications
The Washington Post

Thomas Romberg*
DNiarteic

CZ! Center for Research
in Mathematical Sciences
Education

Madison. Wisconsin

Mary Budd Rowe*
Professor ofScience Education
Stanford University

David Sanchez*
Vice-Chancellor for Academic

Affairs
Texas A&M University System

Ted Sanders
State Suprintendent of Education
Illinois

Albert Shanker*
President
American Federation tif
Teachers
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Raymond Siever
Protroor of Geo/ogy
Harvard University

Howard Simons
Curator of the Nieman

Fellowships
Harvard University

Maxine F. Singer
Prelident
Carnegie Institution of
Washingcon

Claibourne D. Smith*
Vice President. Technical-

Professional Der.
DuPont Company

Gloria Takahashi*
Teacher, Science Department
La Habra High School
California

Walter B. Waetjen*
President Emeritus
Cleveland State University

Governor William Winter*
Attorney-at-Lau.
Watkins Ludlam & Stennis
(Former Governor of the State
of Mississippi)

John Zola*
Teacher, Social Sciences
The New Vista High School
Colorado

EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS

Francisco J. Ayala*
Donald Bren Projestor of

Biological Sciences
University of California, Irvine

Gerald Piel
Chairman of the Board
Scientific American

F. James Rutherford*
Director, Project 2061
Chief Education Officer
American Association for the

Advancement of Science
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Project 2061 Staff

DIRECTOR

F. James Rutherford
Project Director

Barbara Goldstein
Administrative Support Specialist

PLANNING AND COOkDINATION

Lawrence Rogers
Deputy Director

Andrea Hoen Beck
Administrative Coordinator

William Cato
Financial Analyst

Ann Cwiklinski
Writer

Lester Matlock
Project Administrator

Cheryl Wilkins
Secretary

RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

Andrew Ahlgren
Associate Director

Lucia Buie
Administrative Support Specialist

Sofia Kesidou
Research Associate

DISSEMINATION

James Oglesby
Dissemination Director

Mary Ann Brearton
Field Services Coordinator

Mary Koppal
Comuzunications Ilanager

Cheryl McIntosh
Secretary,

Keran Noel
Administrative Support Specialist

DEVELOPMENT

Jo Ellen Roseman
Curriculum Director

Kathleen Comfort
Senior Research Associate

Beth Czapla
Project Coordinator

Cynthia Nelson
Computer Assistant

Pat Ross
Associate Program Director

Kora 'leen Stavish
Computer Specialist

Luli Stern
Research Associate

Project 2061 School-District Centers

Georgia
Candido Munumer, Center Director

Wisconsin
Leroy Lee, Center Director

Philadelphia, PA
Marlene Hilkowitz, Center Director

STAFF

San Antonio, TX
Joan Drennan-Taylor, Center Director

San Diego, CA
Gary Oden, Center Director

San Francisco, CA
Bernard Farges, Center Director
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Further Help

If you would like more information on
Project 2061 or would like to receive our
newsletter, 2061 Today, please
contact us at:

Project 2061
American Association for the
Advancement of Science
1333 H Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 326-6666

Electronic mail: project2061(Taaas.org
Internet: gopher.aaas.org

Science for All Americans, Benchmarks fo' r

Science Literacy, and Benchmarks on Disk are
published by Oxford University Press.
They can be ordered by mail or telephone
from:

Oxford University Press
Dept. KWH
198 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016-4314
1-800-230-3242

Science for All Americans (SFAA):

ISBN #0-19-506771-1; $11.95

Benchmarks for Science Literacy:

ISBN #0-19-508986-3; $21.95

SFAA & Benchmarks for Science Literag:

ISBN #0-19-509110-8; $32.50

Benchmarks on Disk:

(DOS)
ISBN #0-19-509399-2; $24.95
(Macintosh)
ISBN #0-19-509402-6; $24.95
(Windows)
ISBN #0-19-509901-X; $24.95
Benchmarks for Science Literacy &
Benchmarks on Disk

ISBN #0-19-509400-X; $35.00
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SFAA, Benchmarks for Science Literacy, &

Benchmarks on Disk:

ISBN #0-19-509401-8; $45.00

(Add $2.00 shipping & handling for first
book: S. 7 5 shipping and handling for each
additional c-opy: 40% discount on 10 copies
or more.)

The Project 2061 Panel Reports are
available from:

AAAS Distribution Center
P.O. Box 521
Annapolis Junction, MD 20710
Phone: 1-800-222-7809
(VISAIMaster Card only:
9am-4pm EST)

Biological and Health Sciences (#89-02S)
Mathematics (#89-03S)
Physical & Information Sciences

and Engineering (#89-04S)
Social and Behavioral Sciences (#89-05S)
Technology (#89-06S)

Cost: $8.00 ea. (AAAS members $6.50);
10-49 copies $4.00 ea.; 50 or more
$3.50. Individuals must prepay. For insti-
tutional purchase orders, add $3.50
postage/handling. Please specify item
number and allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.
For CA, add applicable sales tax; for
Canada, add 7 ';' GST.

Set of All 5 Project 2061 Panel Reports
(#89-12Y):

$35.00 (AAAS members $30.00);
10-49 copies $28.00 ea.

50-99 copies S25.50 ea., 100 or more
copies $22.00 ea.
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